The (First) “Battle of the Wasser”, 2 April 1915: A Footnote in History?

On the afternoon of Good Friday, 1915, roughly 3,000 Anzac troops, stationed in Egypt for their training, looted and burned brothels and shops in the Wasser – Cairo’s red-light district. They smashed windows, hurled debris onto bonfires in the street, “roughly handled” the fire brigade (war correspondent Charles Bean’s own words) and threw objects at the mounted military police, who attempted to disperse the mob. In return, the military police fired on the crowd, injuring several. According to one account, Anzacs, wildly driving a motor vehicle, ran over and killed a local child.1 Order was eventually restored in the early hours of the next morning. This riot became popularly known as the “Battle of the Wasser”.2

Bean discounted the significance of the riots in The Official History of Australia in the War of 1914-1918, confining his commentary to a footnote: “They were not heroic, but they also differed very little from what at Oxford and Cambridge and in Australian universities is known as a ‘rag’.” In the next sentence, he contended that the subsequent good behaviour of Australians servicemen, who did not partake in a street riot in Cairo in February 1919, overshadowed any previous mischief.3 In 1985, David Kent asserted a now widely-held perception of Bean’s writing – Bean was “an exceedingly selective editor who rejected anything which might have modified his vision or tarnished the name of ‘Anzac’”.4 This begs the question: were these Wasser riots tragic outliers uncharacteristic of Australian combatants or do they illustrate broader Australian engagement with Egypt during the First World War?5

In liberal democracies, popular and academic historians, competing with state intervention in history writing, often write politicised war histories. As a society, we stuff war through the narrow filter of present-day cultural concerns – the need for a binding myth of national sacrifice, for instance. In Australia, politicians such as John Howard have renewed and expanded the significance of the “Anzac Legend”, reflecting what Jay Winter describes as “the second memory boom” of the late twentieth century.6 School history syllabuses, war memorials, commemorations and book prizes have consequently become sites of postcolonial conflict over national identity.6
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This veneration of Anzac troops is an ahistorical form of remembering. The popular embrace of war, as seen in public rituals of commemoration, is increasingly an emotional embrace, whereby participants connect with the past but do not necessarily understand it. Anxiety over history syllabuses has spanned the political spectrum. But conservative backlash against “political correctness” especially has dictated the frequent re-writing of Australian history curricula. Beginning with the revision of radical 1992 alterations to the national history curriculum, political interference has ensured a move away from progressive pedagogies and a multiplicity of historical narratives and approaches. The desired focus on triumphalist white history among conservatives rests on a nostalgic return to “a golden age of traditional classrooms and textbooks”. These intertwined phenomena – commemoration and education policy – brush aside the more critical understanding of the past advocated by historians.

Besides a few seminal works, such as What’s Wrong with Anzac? and Bad Characters: Sex, Crime, Mutiny, Murder and the Australian Imperial Force, historians have preferred to investigate the heroic battlefield achievements of Anzac troops than the dark, perverted side of warfare. As Dale Blaire and Emily Gallagher suggests, modern veneration of the Anzacs pushes atrocities, such as chemical warfare and the “joyful killing” of prisoners, behind a curtain. The democratisation of credible authority on the past lends itself to the mistaken idea that Commonwealth troops rarely used mustard gas during World War One. This allows Australian soldiers to strut on stage with their dirty secrets hidden away. I intend to shine a limelight on a more naked Anzac.

My own reading of World War One diaries, particularly Eric Ward’s diary, in which he dedicated an extensive entry to the “Battle of the Wasser” inspired this project. Reading the writing of Charles Bean and Australian soldiers, many of whom revelled in the riots in Cairo, convinced me that there is, worthy of scholarly attention, an overlooked, sinister side to the supposedly harmless larrikinism and good-humoured horseplay of the AIF in the Great War. I do not come to the evidence with a predetermined desire to undermine national myths or promote national fragmentation, despite my distance from the “Three Cheers” version of
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Australian history. I merely believe, as Joy Damousi argues, that historians have an “ethical responsibility to engage with a range of perspectives that do not simplify but complicate the story of Gallipoli and the memory of war”. This is especially pressing considering the politicisation of Australia’s military history. Like Inga Clendinnen, I distrust “history as patriotism or as group therapy”.14

Aligning with a recent vein of scholarship that promotes training, leave and tourism as central aspects of wartime experience for Anzac troops during the Great War, I will focus on Anzac soldiers’ training in Egypt between 1914 and 1916. I am wary of the overemphasis in military historiography on large-scale battles, high-ranking officers, morbid statistics and maps – “a brutal narrative based on the deployments and motives of commanders with a score sheet of those who performed well and those who failed”, as Michael McKernan asserts.15 Historiography and popular memory of Australia’s involvement in World War One tends to focus on battlefields, such as Gallipoli, as a site of analysis. In saying that, I acknowledge James Wieland’s stinging criticism of Richard White, the latter of whom argued that Australian soldiers and nurses understood their war through the lens of tourism. I view training and tourism as an aspect of wartime service – indeed one that has been understudied – but not the defining feature.17

While Blair and Gallagher concentrate on the traditional battlefield, the destructive possibilities of the First Australian Imperial Force’s indiscipline often emerged while soldiers were on leave, as during the “Battle of the Wasser”.18 This essay suggests there is a scholarly need to reconceptualise what constitutes a “battlefield”. While Anzac troops did not physically harm sex workers in the brothels they besieged during the riot, in line with Australian notions of chivalry, they specifically targeted female domesticity, making the feminine sphere a battlefield in itself.

Far from seeing war as representative of otherness, as incomprehensible for those uninitiated in battle, I will situate the homefront and battlefront in dialogue.19 As Bart Ziino
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writes: “Home, or at least its promises, shaped the experience of war as much as anything that awaited on the battlefield.” The behaviour of Anzac troops in Egypt was intimately tied to the cultural baggage they brought from home. But perhaps it was not so much the “promises of home” that influenced the actions and writing of Anzac troops in Egypt, but the criticism, colonial attitudes and moralistic judgement of those on the home front, particularly in relation to venereal disease, which was widespread among soldiers.

Australian servicemen forced their morality onto the local populace, who they engaged with in a uniquely Australian way. Far from adopting the respectful distance of British (and arguably Kiwi) troops, Australian soldiers took a hands-on approach to asserting their racial hegemony. Sexual relationships with prostitutes, violence towards locals, verbal abuse and rioting were key ways in which Australians soldiers engaged with the landscape and its people.

“Our men were cheek by jowl with the natives when they landed”: Australians in Egypt

Western writers waxed lyrical about Cairo’s beauty when they observed the city from a distance. Describing the view from the train window, Captain Hector Dinning asserted: “…nothing more beautiful will you see in nocturnal illumination than the lights of Cairo from the Delta… If you want to gaze your fill on the lights of Cairo, go some evening (next time you come on leave) to the Pyramids. You can sit there (without the slightest fear of embarrassing lovers) for an hour. If you wish it you may stay longer. You probably will wish it.” When the landscape adhered to mystical preconceptions of orientalism, enchantment with Egypt brightened written accounts. Australians saw this more “authentic” Egypt when they escaped the crowds of Cairo’s urban rat warrens. Contemplating the horizon in solitude on the steps of a Pyramid was therefore the best way to enjoy Egypt, as was exploring rural regions, such as Rod-el-Faraq, which was, according to Dinning, “pure Arab – untrammelled by European”. The underlying assumption to most Australian accounts of Egypt was that Cairo’s cosmopolitanism had made the city a den of vice. At Rod-el-Faraq, in contrast: “The moon floods the street with a pale opalescence that is the atmospheric counterpart of the intoxicating sunset of the Delta. The light minarets gleam in it. The dilapidation of the crowded dwellings is lost. So is their filth. They are transformed into pearl-fringed masses.” Despite his condescension towards Egyptian people, Captain Knyvett too believed there was beauty in Egypt, if only in the desert.

As Edward Said argues in Orientalism, Western scholars have long adopted a selective, Eurocentric approach to understanding the Orient. By perceiving collective significance in
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individual actions, Westerners are prone to generalising the Orient. Thus, in an instructional manual for Australian troops in Egypt published early in 1915, the author, Charles Bean, provided sketches of racial types soldiers would find on Cairo streets, as if the troops should capture them in a few words or a photograph before quickly moving on.

When faced with the “Gyppo” at close quarters, however, Australian soldiers were far more ambivalent. On the one hand, the senior military bureaucracy encouraged the preservation of white racial hegemony, warning troops to remain distant from locals. Instruction manuals, hastily published for Australian combatants, reflected this aspiration. As soon as Bean arrived in Egypt, he was ordered to prepare a booklet – *What to Know in Egypt: A Guide for Australasian Soldiers*. This doubled as a tourist guide. In it Bean warned: “The only safe rule is never to speak to a native woman at all… A great part of the population is anxious to know the European in order to make money out of him. They will become a nuisance if allowed to be familiar”. The handbook included a dozen helpful phrases in Arabic, including two ways of saying “go away”. Writers, such as Hector Dinning, worried about the white woman’s exposure to Egypt and recommended separating her as much as possible from oriental circles.

Contrary to the hopes of the military bureaucracy, Australian servicemen did not keep Egypt at arm’s length. (Cairo’s brothels proved particularly irresistible.) They took a particularly hands-on approach to commanding Egyptian respect. As Suzanne Brugger argues, Australians interacted with local people and landscapes differently from British troops, who tended to maintain a respectful distance:

> The Australian troops’ habit of ignoring the established conventions of behaviour where they felt them to be superfluous, and of recognizing no authority over their actions other than personal inclination thus resulted, paradoxically, both in demonstrations of friendliness towards Egyptians and displays of unrestrained hostility, seemingly conflicting manifestations which were yet akin in their rejection of the accepted social code.

Charles Bean believed this behaviour inevitably resulted from the cultural clash between Australians and Egyptians. The conduct of New Zealand troops in Egypt was similar but possibly less extreme. Historians Chris Clark and Joey Hwang have shown that New Zealand soldiers often included disparaging remarks about Australian unruliness in their diaries and letters. New Zealand officers encouraged their men “to have nothing to do with the
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Australians”. Bean noted in *The Official History* “a certain coolness between Australian and New Zealand troops in Cairo.”

Australian soldiers relied on hyper-masculine displays of intimidation and physical coercion. Many soldiers considered it their own responsibility to subdue the “Gyppo”, via extralegal violence, into quiet subservience. A seemingly innocuous prize fight between a member of the 2nd battalion of the AIF and a local Egyptian – won by the Australian – warranted mention in the battalion’s unit history precisely because it proved the superiority of Australian masculinity. Egyptian boot-shiners frequently harassed and frustrated soldiers with their methods of extracting payment. Dinning recounted a common method of combatting these “boot-boys”: “Brussha-boots, Sair?” Frequently the boot is “put in” in response to this.”

Captain Kynvett boasted in his memoir:

There was a good deal of Irish blood among us, and many men who would rather fight than go to the opera, so there was some good old ding-dong scraps. Of course the ‘Gyppo’ is no fighter, but he can stand behind and throw stones and can’t resist plunging the knife into an inviting back, so sometimes our boys would get laid out... I saw a pretty ugly-looking crowd dispersed with a characteristic Australian weapon. Firing over their heads had no effect, nor threats of a bayonet charge, but when two Australian bushmen began plying stockwhips, those niggers made themselves scarcer than mice on the smell of a cat.

In a fit of “racial chauvinism”, Knyvett contrasted the Australian way of fighting with the dishonourable, cowardly and effeminate methods of the Egyptian. In an unpublished monograph, Lieutenant-Colonel Charles Duke expressed his disdain for Egyptians who cried “like kids” when troops “got a bit rough” with them.

Australian combatants took the law into their own hands. Knyvett recounted:

Jerry was one of the officers of the picket... Jerry would generally stroll ahead with his cane and walk into the resort of the worst ruffians of the earth with all the assurance of a general at the head of a brigade. He would announce to these, that it was time to close up, and there was something in his bearing that commanded prompt obedience... nothing ever ruffled Jerry. One night a senior officer attached to the
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commandant came down in a tearing rage, and began to dress Jerry down for having presumed to close up a certain gambling resort without consulting the authorities.39

In his diary, Private William Burrell documented with relish that he “raided native & french brothels: 11 arrests: nearly all in bed: fun galore raiding & searching the houses: officer stopped one with his revolver”. He closely noted the number of arrests, making a mental scoresheet. The next day, he added to his tally: “raiding brothels again… got 6 in bed”.40 While historians face difficulties in accessing official records of misconduct in the armed services during the Great War, there is, as Brugger asserts, expansive documentation of theft, violence, verbal abuse, vulgar harassment of women and rape in memoirs, letters, diaries and newspapers, so expansive indeed that Peter Stanley has written an entire book on the theme of Anzac misbehaviour during the Great War.41

Far from regretting their mistreatment of local Egyptians, the vast majority of Anzac troops revelled in the destruction they caused in Cairo. This glee manifested itself in soldierly writing in frequent narrative humour. In diaries, memoirs and battalion histories, where the authors discuss training in Egypt, the “Gyppo” looms large as a conniving but easily subdued figure, almost as a court jester. Euphemisms – “high spirits” – and humour bathe their pages in sanitary liquid. As Captain Hector Dinning of the Australian Light Horse quipped in his memoir, Nile to Aleppo: “it is the combination of the soldier and the Gyppo that has produced most of the Cairene humour we love. And it is the humour of the place we shall remember longest – not its monuments.”42

Bean’s Official History of Australia in the War and unit histories frame training in Egypt as a jovial period prior to the commencement of more serious fighting and true hardship.43 Battalion histories, published in limited numbers soon after the war for the battalion’s members, conform to two distinctive moulds. Either the authors relied heavily on the adjutant’s unit diary, which usually made a dry, objective account of the battalion’s past, or they drew from wider contemporary writing and the personal papers of troops. The latter methodology nurtured a more personalised, humorous and anecdotal account.44 In the history of the 11th battalion, Walter Bedford described how “The orange-sellers used to come round with baskets, but soon found that was no good, as the fruit had a mysterious way of disappearing. Afterwards, they used to carry the oranges in huge pockets sewn into the folds of their voluminous garments, but… the troops had a way of turning them upside down and all the oranges would cascade from their
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pockets…” While conceding that soldiers were often “too importunate”, Bedford excused these actions as “high spirits”.45

In Australian eyes, the “Gyppo” was an obsequious mimic attempting to extort tourists by replicating their habits and slang. Mimetic performance featured prominently in interactions between Australians and Egyptians. As the sociologist John Urry argues in The Tourist Gaze, tourist expectations and cultural stereotypes inform heritage commodification. Local populations reflect back the “tourist gaze” in order to benefit financially.46 This was certainly the case in Egypt during the Great War, where locals renamed their shops. Australians could find in Heliopolis “The Fair Dinkum Store”, “Ribuck Goods” and “The Melbourne Store” – apparently next door to the “Sydney Store”.47 Mimesis often led to ridicule, as in the memoir of Captain Knyvett: “The Australianese that the ‘Gyppos’ picked up is not commonly used in polite society; maybe they thought it correct English, but it was sometimes very embarrassing when walking down the street with a nurse. And some polite merchants were sorely puzzled when the effect of their well-chosen words and bow was an unintentional biting of the dust.”48 Another Australian soldier described in a letter the Australian habit of teaching Arab news-boys insulting, obscene cries.49

In Australian eyes, cultural difference was both a cause of suspicion and a necessary condition of imperialism that had to be maintained. Scholars, such as Michael Taussig and Homi Bhabha, have shown imitation’s ambiguous power in the colonial encounter. Bhabha argues that the coloniser encourages one type of mimesis in the hope of creating a “reformed, recognizable other, as a subject of a difference that is almost the same, but not quite.” The colonised, meanwhile, practice a second form of mimesis, which destabilises rather than buttresses power.50

In the context of Australian war memoirs, Bhabha assertion that “colonialism… repeatedly exercises its authority through the figures of farce” rings startlingly true.51

Inspired by the increasing recognition of the multi-faceted literary constructions of Australian wartime experience, I believe Australians used writing as a tool for the instantiations of authority and as a form of – what I call – literary colonialism.52 Soldiers assumed a multiplicity of guises while writing about Egypt. They were Australians, soldiers and tourists, sometimes all at once. By adopting an enlarged perspective of war that acknowledges the role of the Australian soldier as both a tourist and combatant, we can reconceptualise the notion of duty.53 In addition to military responsibilities, Australian troops considered it a duty to educate themselves in foreign countries. They sometimes lamented their failures to do so, as Richard White has
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They presented themselves as ethnographic amateurs intent on revealing Egyptian culture to a naïve audience at home. Australians subjugated Egyptian people and countered the threat of mimesis through literary farce. Australian writers couched Egyptian imitation within the tropes of orientalism, whereby locals adopted Australian practices and slang in conniving demonstrations of economic opportunism. These chroniclers depicted Egyptians as lewd, submissive and unclean. They gave readers little scope to envision an honest, transformative zone of cross-cultural contact, devoid of scheming ulterior motives.

This contempt for Egyptians is all the more stark considering Anzac troops, alongside continuing racism, temporarily reassessed their views on other races, including Maori and Aboriginal people, during World War One. Some began to view non-white combatants in a more favourable light. War broke down numerous social barriers, but it did nothing to improve the image of the Arab in Australian eyes.

Scholars seem to have overlooked the racial and gender dynamics embedded in the unrest on Good Friday, 1915. In the secondary literature and popular memory of the Great War, where writers and film-makers have acknowledged unsavoury incidents in Egypt (rare in itself), they tend to showcase these events as indicative of harmless larrikinism. Movies, such as Charles Chauvel's *Forty Thousand Horseman* and Peter Weir's *Gallipoli*, portray the misbehaviour of Australian troops as cheeky and humorous. Bill Gammage argues that riots in Egypt “betrayed some of the worst aspects of the Australian character” but also seems to justify the actions of Anzac troops by elaborating on the harsh conditions they endured in Egypt:

> They had come across half a world to fight for one of the noblest causes that uplifted men. They were sustained by notions of splendour and battle and glory… And they had been dumped on bare sand among hordes of natives so persistent that a man had to buy a stick to beat them off, they were obliged to drink ‘poisonous’ beer or none at all, they
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were expected to endure heat, sand, dust, flies, and monotony without hope of alleviation… It was not for this that they had come. They dubbed Egypt land of sin, shit and syphilis, and set about devising their own entertainment.\textsuperscript{60}

However, Gammage’s argument does not stack up when we consider Richard White’s analysis of reasons for enlistment in the AIF.

White has revised the traditional view on enlistment in historiography. He contends that the conventions of writing an anthology of Australia’s involvement in the Great War constrain historians.\textsuperscript{61} He denounces scholarly reliance on diaries and letters written after the authors had signed up for an armed service. These accounts often highlighted grand reasons for enlistment, such as patriotism and duty. White believes, rather, that many Australian servicemen, especially the working-class majority, saw World War One as a chance to obtain employment in a volatile labour market, to combat boredom, to travel and to experience new parts of the world.\textsuperscript{62} Australian soldiers and nurses experienced the Great War through the lens of tourism more than participants of other nations.\textsuperscript{63} In a way, by training in Egypt, some Australian servicemen got exactly what they wanted – an exotic location they would otherwise never have explored.\textsuperscript{64}

Using the oppressiveness of a monolithic military bureaucracy as a departure point, Kevin Fewster, meanwhile, views the two Wasser riots through the prism of Australian resistance to authority. Focusing on the attacks on British military police, officers and Australian pickets during the riots, rather than poor quality alcohol, prostitution, venereal disease and colonial attitudes, Fewster offers an insightful analysis that ultimately, however, overlooks the racial and gender dimensions to these events.\textsuperscript{65} Furthermore, Bean noted in his diary that one participant he interviewed “was quite fair – he said police could not help firing they had to do something.” Perspectives on the riot varied widely but this participant was certainly not so forgiving and empathetic towards the local Egyptian population. He described the riot as “the fun of your life”.\textsuperscript{66}

While Fewster correctly indicates that no sex workers were assaulted during the riot, we cannot ignore the psychological warfare conducted by Australian and New Zealand soldiers, who specifically targeted feminine spaces normally sacred and off-limits. This left sex workers hysterical and screaming. The men threw intimate belongings – dresses, mattresses, wardrobes, chests of
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drawers, even a piano – from windows onto the bonfires they had started. Bean recorded in his diary troops throwing household objects, such as kettles, at the military police. Since the Anzacs desecrated and invaded the feminine sphere, popularly labelling the riot a “battle”, this essay suggests there is a scholarly need to reconsider what constitutes a battlefield. As Ian Harrison suggests, the AIF’s first “battle” occurred in Melbourne at the Broadmeadows camp where trainees rioted following a gang-rape. The “Battle of the Wasser” thus sits within a line of soldier riots focused on proving Australian manhood.

One frequently-cited long-term grievance that prompted the riot was the spread of venereal disease (VD) among Australian troops. Peter Stanley points out that the rate of VD among Anzac soldiers in Egypt (10%) was probably lower than among those of equivalent age living in urban centres like Paris, London and Melbourne (12-15%). So the furore regarding Anzac misconduct in Egypt, which played out in newspapers during the early years of the Great War, had more to do with perceptions of non-Western women in Egypt than reality. Misconceptions like this undoubtedly fuelled Anzac rage.

We will likely never know the specific incident that caused the riot on Good Friday, 1915. The Australian Private John Jensen suggested in a letter home that an English soldier had discovered his sister working as a sex worker in Cairo. This Englishman attempted to set his sister free but her employers “threw the brother out of a window”. After recovering, he spread his story among the troops stationed in Egypt, thus sparking the “Battle of the Wasser”. This story is improbable. No other evidence supports Jensen’s claim. Like any large-scale public disorder, memories of the event are self-serving. While there were some French, Italian and Greek sex workers, I have not found any documented cases of British sex workers in Cairo at this time. Jensen’s letter reflects concern about the destabilising influence of the Orient on white women. There is occasional reference to the stabbing of a Maori soldier in a brothel (in Bean’s diary and Official History, for instance). According to Brugger, the Egypt-based, Italian newspaper Messangero Egiziano noted the day before the riot the persistence of a rumour in which a sex worker had accused a Maori of being a cannibal. Regardless of these stories’ accuracy, these examples illuminate the (temporary) reshuffling of racial hierarchies during war and the embeddedness of colonialism and orientalism within tensions. They render the treatment of Egyptian men and women more stark. Using Egypt as a reference point, Richard White has demonstrated that Anzacs were comparatively well-behaved in Marseille and England due to “cultural dependence”: “In Egypt they themselves
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had represented civilisation because they were white. Here [Europe] they were insignificant. They behaved themselves because they were thankful and over-awed, because civilised behaviour was appropriate to Europe in their scheme of things, and because Europe’s respect was important to them.\textsuperscript{76}

There were dissenting voices – soldiers who recorded disapproval of the “Battle of the Wasser” in their personal diaries. One Australian private labelled Good Friday, 1915, as a “bad day for Australian troops” due to “a horrible riot in Esbekia.”\textsuperscript{77} Bean claimed that opinion among soldiers was divided on the riot. One interviewee “thought things had gone much too far”.\textsuperscript{78} However, these private, minority grievances have become overshadowed by a group mentality and the institutionalisation of Australian military history via Bean’s \textit{Official History} and battalion histories, in which the authors very rarely spoke out disapprovingly. Anzac misconduct in Egypt was not a case of a hushed cult but a brazen, unapologetic example of mob rule.

![Figure 1. Evidence of burning in the Wasser after the riot. Courtesy J.F Smith collection, State Library of NSW.](image)

Official memory, as encapsulated in Bean’s \textit{Official History} and battalion histories, presents the (first) Wasser riot as a merry “drunken rag” of soldiers blowing off steam, albeit one that at times threatened to become uncontrollable.\textsuperscript{79} A. W. Keown wrote: “pandemonium… reigned around. Cab horses with fashionable hats and dresses; furniture hurtling from upper story windows; a soldier playing ragtime on a much-damaged piano, are all snapshots of the hectic night.”\textsuperscript{80} The unit histories that mention the first Wasser riot (four out of the ten I have
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examined) often included direct quotations of banter exchanged between participants, creating a light-hearted tone.\(^{81}\)

Bean relegated his commentary on the “Battle of the Wasser” and the subsequent “Second Battle of the Wasser” (31 July 1915) – also involving almost exclusively Anzac soldiers – to an extensive footnote that takes up more than half a page. The rare, incongruous foray into footnoting surely reflects Bean’s struggle to situate the riots within a predetermined storyline.\(^{82}\)

Bean’s history was a government-commissioned project central to the creation of the modern “Anzac myth”. Historians argue that, after travelling in outback New South Wales in the first decade of the twentieth century, Bean became convinced that Australia’s rural environments had cultivated a distinctive national character. Bean perpetuated a myth – now recognised by scholars with labels such as the “Australian Legend” or “Pioneering Legend” – that the bushman represented the “typical” Australian.\(^{83}\) From at least the 1880s, writers, such as Banjo Patterson and Henry Lawson, and artists, particularly of the Heidelberg School, embedded rural values within Australian consciousness through poetry, newspapers, plays, ballads and paintings.\(^{84}\) We cannot separate Bean, and the self-expression of Australian troops he encountered, from this cultural backdrop. As Bill Gammage asserts, “the conditions of battle produced a great reflowering of the bush tradition”.\(^{85}\)

The “Battler of the Wasser” thus offered a conundrum for Bean. In war, Australian soldiers were, in his eyes, resourceful, stoic, brave and sceptical of authority. They valued imitative, endurance, mateship and fair play. Few of these traits manifested themselves during the Good Friday riot. Bean probably felt he had to include an incident that received significant press coverage at the time of its unfolding. However, he struggled to assimilate such a story into his narrative.

A lack of remorse and guilt defines the majority of written accounts of the first Wasser riot. Captain Knyvett explicitly stated: “I doubt if any one [sic] who took part in the battle of the Wasir, except maybe the military police, are ashamed of what they did.”\(^{86}\) Lance Corporal Eric Ward meanwhile described the riot in his diary as “the greatest bit of fun since we have been in Egypt”.\(^{87}\) Bean interviewed an artilleryman immediately after the riot who claimed it was “the fun of your life”.\(^{88}\) Knyvett unapologetically claimed:

> Every large city has its sore, but Cairo has an ulcer. This vile spot made the clean lads from the wind-swept plains and scented bush of Australia absolutely sick… for him [the Australian] to see dirt is to want to
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\(^{81}\) All ten units were present in Egypt during the riot. For banter, see: Keown, *Forward with the Fifth*, 74. White, *The Fighting Thirteenth*, 24.

\(^{82}\) Bean, *The Official History*, 130, footnote 12.


\(^{86}\) Knyvett, ‘Over There’ with the Australians, 91.

\(^{87}\) Eric Harford Ward diary, 2 April 1915, MLDOC 1300, Mitchell Library, New South Wales.

remove it…. Things moved quite warmly for an hour or two: ladies of low degree scuttled like rats and panders dashed for safety, while “owners” in princely motorcars turned almost as white as their livers as they saw their “warehouses of virtue” going up in flame… the burning of those pest-houses must have risen like incense to heaven…

Employing the extended metaphor of illness and plague, Knyvett inferred that the Wasser district of Cairo deserved to be ‘cleansed’, a sentiment that comes through in unit histories, such as Forward with the Fifth. Keown argues that the Wasser was “a festering sink of iniquity that was well purged by fire. The First Division look back on this as the only job they left unfinished.”

As historians, immersing ourselves in the material culture of the past can help us fill the gaps in the written record, empathise and understand. Two artefacts suggest that Anzac troops openly – maybe even proudly – discussed their destruction of the Wasser. A Greek counterfeiter manufactured a medallion in the first Wasser riot’s aftermath. One side read “The Battle of the Wassaa”. The other read “I was there”. The Australian War Memorial possesses a fascinating object collected in February 1919 from a Gallipoli trench by the Australian Historical Mission. It is a dug out sign with “The Wozzer” inscribed on it (figure 2), presumably manufactured by Anzac troops. Soldiers in all theatres during the Great War used nomenclature to humanise the nightmare landscape. The Wasser was clearly iconic in the folklore of the 1st AIF. It seems unlikely that Anzac troops would name a trench after a dark part of the force’s recent history.
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89 Knyvette, ‘Over There’ with the Australians, 91-93.
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91 Stanley, Bad Characters, 36.
92 British soldiers gave their trenches names such as Piccadilly and Old Kent Road, as well as more brutally realistic names, such as Dead Man’s Alley and Hellfire Corner. Ross J. Wilson, “‘Tommifying’ the Western Front, 1914-1918”, Journal of Historical Geography 37, no. 3 (2011): 338-347.
Over time the dark episode has dropped out of collective memory. Suppression has followed initial celebration. Of the ten unit histories I have examined concerning units that trained in Egypt prior to the Gallipoli campaign, four mention the first Wasser riot. Of these four, three were published during the 1920s. While a small sample size, those published in the 1930s and 1940s generally omit the event. In The Anzacs, Patsy Adam-Smith discusses conversations she had with ex-servicemen decades after the Great War in which these men were not so eager to admit to involvement in the riot: “Many men had given me the details of the famous ‘Battle of the Wazzir’ but none wanted their name mentioned.” Chest-beating patriotism, ignorance, government interference in the history field and sympathy for Australian servicemen (rarely extended to Egyptians) have all played a part in creating public silence on the “Battle of the Wasser” and encouraging scholarly inattentiveness. With the government spending an estimated $552 million on the Great War centenary – more than any other country – it is astounding that some stories, however unsavoury, escape consideration. Today, silence is tantamount to approval and an inability to learn, as a nation, from past mistakes.

The “Battle of the Wasser”: A Footnote in History?

I do not buy the arguments of historians, such as Bean and Gammage, who saw the “Battle of the Wasser” as an explosion of boredom and pent-up frustration with a country that had disappointed the participants. At face value, the riot may seem like boisterous but harmless skylarking but there were far more sinister undertones – misrepresentation of non-Western women and racism, both in behaviour and literature. We must excavate deeper than simple larrikinism to ascertain the root causes. Nor do I believe, however, that soldiers directed their anger primarily towards the military police in a display of anti-authoritarianism.

As Justin Fantauzo and Robert Nelson suggest, the Western Front did not witness the most severe crisis of masculinity, as commonly believed. The crisis was more pronounced in “sideshow” theatres such as Macedonia, Palestine, Egypt and Mesopotamia. While contemporaries and historians have portrayed action on the Western Front as emasculating – due to the lack of opportunity for individual, heroic action and face-to-face fighting – anxiety about public perceptions of war plagued soldiers in eastern theatres more profoundly. The Wasser was one such testing ground for masculinity and the vigour of a British, Anglo race. In a uniquely Australian way, Australian soldiers cheerfully assumed the mantle of asserting a
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rejuvenated martial spirit and a Eurocentric, racial hierarchy. The “Battle of the Wasser” was the culmination of countless, organic displays of manhood and race.

To truly come to terms with our nation’s past, it is vital that we in the present acknowledge the sinister side to Australia’s involvement in warfare. This is too often glossed over and excused as harmless larrikinism. Like the Anzacs in Egypt, modern armed forces in regions like the Middle East increasingly target civilian spaces. There is increased public pressure to win hearts and minds not just on the home front but on the battlefront as well – no easy task. When combined with male tribalism, these factors create a dangerous cocktail, as evident in recent inquiries into the potential involvement of Australian special forces in war crimes in Afghanistan. There is thus a societal imperative to reconceptualise what constitutes a “battlefield” and to learn from the past mistakes of Australian servicemen. Learning from history should not equate to moralistic judgement of past actors according to our current behavioural and cultural norms. These men were products of their time. I hope I have not veered too far into condemnation in this essay. Moreover, it is questionable whether past attitudes towards non-Western peoples have dramatically changed, if tomes like Edward Said’s Orientalism are anything to go by.

In light of recent diplomatic tensions between Turkey and Australia/New Zealand over the place of the Gallipoli campaign in national identity, it is even more vital that we look beyond the struggles and losses of our own soldiers to the suffering of those they interacted with. Increasing understanding of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder and the expansion of public space within which it is acceptable to discuss trauma mean that, slowly, Australians are beginning to commemorate suffering rather than celebrate heroism on Anzac Day. But what about enemy combatants and civilians who suffered when we invaded their homes?

The Egyptian novelist Naguib Mahfouz in Palace Walk details the life of a lower-middle class family in Cairo from 1917 to 1919. Mahfouz includes telling descriptions of local frustration with intimidating, violent and intrusive Anzac troops. It is perhaps within literature, freed from the constraints of censorship and suffocating public memory, within war memoirs and within private diaries, even sometimes within unit histories, that we begin to see a more animated, lifelike Anzac, different from the figure frozen in stasis within the minds of government bureaucrats. These sources are not necessarily hard to find. They are not inaccessible to the public. But in library storage collecting dust and on mantelpieces as unopened trophies they do seem neglected, perhaps even wasted.
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